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                        l. INTRODUCTION

    It is known that when a rough surface is illuminated by a coherent iight

such as a laser, a refle¢ted or a transmittecl light forms a diffraction fringe on

the observation plane. This fringe is called speckle pattern. The speckle pa-

ttern is a cliffraction pattern caused by tlie random phase of light reflected or

transmitted at the surface. Therefore it contains the inforrnation about the

surface state of the irradiated materia!.

   The studiesi)'-S) on the optical rnechanism of the formation of the speckle

pattern and its statistical characteristics have been reported, but very few of

them have applied the variation in the speckle pattern to the practical mea-

surements.6)'M9) Only a few studies applied it to analyze the vibration or to

detect dynamically the displacement of diffused plane, , ,
   In the present study, as the rough surface, woyen ,fiabrics/, having,twGF-

dirnensional or binary lattice configurations were investigated. ･ Agtoeerrelakion

functions of the woven fabrics were examinediO), and also, the experimentsii)N12)

for discrimination of the texture and te deteetion.Qf the defects in the fabrics

weice performed by utilizing the speckle pattern obtained from the reflected or

the transmitted light by laser bea:n irradiation. t

2. TIIEORY

   For a rough body (Qbject plane) being irradiated by a coherent light, the

relation between the power spectrum of the speckle pattern whi¢h is obtained

by the reflected or the transmitted light and whose intensity distributions at

the object plane is described follow.

Qne--dimensional analyses were used for convenience,

   As shown in Fig. 1, u, x, and R represent the coordinates of the object

plane, the'observation plane for speckle pattern (a photographic film is used

as the observation plane) and the distance of the respective planes. 'The laser
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Fig, 1 Coordimate pettinent to speckle pasttern t,uamlytsjse

beam with wave length a is irradiated fQr an objeet. When the inten$ity dieetrin

bution of the light refiectecl or transmitted at object planza cleefines cass l{･tt), thee

                                           i
amplitude distribution of its is given by the form lti" 〈tt)eipt〈N). WImeree pt(u) tva"

kes values of between --x to x at ranclom aTrd unifovmly, anci pt〈u) is va re,ed

function which varies rapidly compared with ICu). trhe amplituclee diustrli;uti"x'i

A(x) of the refiected or transmitted light at point x on the oin$mervvatic)u gela,zzre

is given by '

                 A(x) :21R ffa(u)eptu)egZ"re'tr-opdu gl,}

Therefore, assuming the R is large enough in comparisen w{･th l"･-v-xi im C2:.e

term r= (u---x)2+lir2, this assurnption can be censtaered ag thtw cwndl'tion for

Fraunhofer's diffraction, then rEl!!R+(pt--x)a/21it, the intensity el,lssenbnvian i,Sa(x}mp

can be written in the form

IA(x)i2 =a,IR,ff{1'(tt),r(u+r)}S"eie(#tT)e-ipT(u---x+g〉 dade (x〉

where putting P=:2n/2R, since the incident beam is rnonochrematic, the phatww

difference between each the light cliffracted at the points u ancl v Qn object

plane is fixed, Therefore, as following relation holds,

            It(u)e2zaith(u)iS'(v)e-2rrie(v〉=:{I(za)l(v)}S'e2tript(utr) (3}

r :za--v, gb(u)-gb(v)=:gb(u,T) are established,

The intensity distribution IA(x)IS is recorded on the photogvaphic fiim att t,ha

observation plane. This film is irracliated suceessively by laser 1〉eam with wavee

length 2' and is subjected in Fourier tran$formation, through the "p'tieal system

as shown in Fig. 2. Suppose the arnplitude transparence for the phetographic
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     Fig. 2 Fourier transform optical system

film is proportional to the intensity distribution of E'kmaht, F being taken to be

a focal distance, intensity distribution P(4') at the image plane in Fig.2 is

given by

P (4') :'::' lJ lACx) 12 e-'iae'xdx 12

::-=

 cJf v(u)x(vv (u + --p-a-etv (v "- -fl-e t )} -i2-ei{ip (u, 'ntp"e ') -･e (v, Si )} du dv (4)

where 27v/R'F: :q, and ec==v in the term ei{eCpt,Se')'-"ip(v,Se')}

becornes unity, however it converges to zero in other conditions of uptv. Con-

sequently, P(e'〉 is expressed as eq, (5)

P(et) =CJI〈u)l("+-pq-6r)du (5)

Putting (q!lr))G'==e in eq, 5, eq. 6 is obtained

p(iAlii(}F)=cfi(uv(u-k6〉dza c6)

    It is noticeable that the power speetrum of $peckle pattern is identical with

    the autocorrelation function magnified by a factor of X'F/U? as refered to the

    original scale in object plane. As the test material, if the woven fabrics with

    binary lattice configttration use and by determining autocorrelation function of

    them it is possible to obtain certain information of their surface static states

    and planer yarn configurations. Thus the s'peckle pattern can be applied to

    'discriminate the textile structures, Generally the autocorrelation function of the

    material which maintains periodic regularity in configuration is appearecl dis-

    ･tinctly or sharply, however for irregular, the autocorrelation function becomes

, 'te be indistinct and its peaks lose sharpness. Namely, the variation or the

    'degree of shading in pattern of autocorrelation function makes it possible to
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   autocor,relation function

assess the existence of defe¢t$ in materials, The binary paric}clie fumactiwn r〈x}

==Ib(u) as shown in Fig. 3〈a) is con$idered atis fc)11ows, a is the pul$e wrdth, b

is the pulse interval and c is the peried respectively. I'E thit 'Eunecion X(ei･) iza

transformed tQ eq, (7) with the variation of period

                      Au)= k(u〉:it: Ui(pt) s h〈･za)} 〈7〉

    The original function k(te〉 is rnodified by both XKu〉 axxd h〈u). An example its

    shown in Fig. 3〈c). The autocorrelation functiQn ipa〈e) obtmined 'from, JCu〉 iss

    given by

      ipa(e) :ipoe (e)+diii (6)+di22 (6)!ipoi (e〉 i:pt,u (e):t ptiR (g〉:I:ptte 〈e):k aj£e (e) t:ipm, 〈e〉 {s}

    where ¢oo〈G) is the autocorrelation function of the origina,1 functien h{pt}. The

     modification from originai relation$hip of 1(u〉 :k(t() to eq. (n adds erassse#rreta-

     tion function cornponents in autocorrelation fttnctiQn as given in eq. 〈as〉, amdi

     changes its pattern.
     By setting the filter which cut off the light exhibiting a similar disutrib･Mtion

, as dioo(6) shown by dotted line in Fig. 3(b) and by rneasurimg the intansity nf

     transmitting light at the imaga plane of autocerre!ation func't,iom, the variation

     in Z(u〉 can be detected. Thus the defects of weven 'fabrices can be detectecX by

     the evaluation of tlte degree of shading in autocorrelatiom functiesn obtai,fied

     from woven fabric$,

3. EIra?ERIMENTAIa

･3.1 Test materiats
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   [['he trial products o'f piane weave, twill weave and satin weave whose

preparation proe¢clurees were previously known were used to determine the
texture$ of woven fabrics. The warp fineness, fi11ing 'fineness, thread density

and structure of tlie te$t rnaterials are shown in Table 1, In the structural

diagrams for test fabrics shc)wn in Tabie 1, warp and fi11ing yarns respectively

turn their vertical positions at the boundary lines between bright squares and

dark ones,

Table Z

Finenes$ de) Threadspere."ge'evww

Textite

Weave War FiUin War fiRin
Thickness

mm
Texti[e

De$in

82 ilO 52 32 O,1OPIane
Weave

72 l38 48 39 O,15Twilt
Wectve

42 83 80 40 O,12Satin
Wectve

   Two model samples were designed to dbte¢t the defect$ in woven fabrics.
One is a photographic film sample printed the sirating pattern providing two

alternative transmission distribution eoeMeients, The othef ig 'a grating plate

prepared by mottnting cotton yarns (fineness; 796 de) in parallel with lmm

division.

   As the defective woven fabric samples,'PET plane weaves having a yarn

break, and a hole of about O. 5mm $quare were mainly used. The color of

woven fabrics and cotton yarns used was white only.

3.2 Experimenta1 method

   The experimental apparatus configurations for obtaining the speckle patterns

from a refiected and a transmitted light respectively show in Fig. 4(a), Fig.

4Cb). Apparatus (l〉 shows the He-Ne gas Iaser (5mW output power, wave length
       "2 =6328 A), La$er beam is expanded and collimated through objective lens @,

pinhole @ and collirnating lens @. The collimated laser beam with the diameter

of the aperture kept･ in 15 rnm @ and is irradiated the woven fabric surfaces

(D (21 rnm×16 mrn in size). The speckle patterns are obtainecl by the refiected
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Fig, 4 Experirnental arrangement for obtaining spascl{Jas patteyn

light from the fabric surface and by the transmitted light through tl:e fa,tsri"$,

the speckle patterns are recorded on the photographic film (Fuj"t Fiim (:w.

MINICOPY). The fabrics are fitted with clean g!ass p!ate @ (lmrn thlck'tlemsx$}

and blackened acryl plate @ (lmm thiekness), Fro$ted gla$is egit 〈Z,rnm 't,hi,ck,newwl)

al!ow the light from the fabric surface to be taken place a tsumaeient phgaee

variation. The fabrics are mounted as their warp yarns bei"g set ttpexx the

equatorial plane of the systems in Fig, 4(a) and Fig. 4(b), Thee distances k〉eit-

ween the film surface and that of the fabric is 150mm, in refieetSott methc}di,

the incident angle eof the laser beam for the fabric surfaee is 4S degree,

o cao @e o en oo

-"

     O He-･Ne Gas Laser O Aperture
     co Objective Lens e Photeqraphtc FIEm Cinput ptarie)

     O Pinhote ¢ Fourier Transtormlng Lens
     @ Col"rnating Lens ¢ Phetagraphle Fitm (eutpu't plane}

Fig, 5 Experimental arrangement for Qbtaining power spectrum

    of speck!e pattern
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Exposing tirne is O, 25tN"1 sec,

                                             ',,,,S･,Ze,P,SIMIi,Y,`8,X',Ze,igrgi5",g,,!.he,?",W,sug,pe;gry,:,}.X":,ko%o;,{eigfion.,ff."gtko:g

laser beam (5rnW output power, wave length 2' :6328 A) is expanded and

collimated into 15rnm in diametev and irradiated the film @ which previously

photographed the specl〈le pattern, 'rihe speckle pattern is subjected in Fourier--

transformation through len$ (IZ) (foreal length rvx:300mm), Then the autocorre-

lation functions of tlme tabrics are recorded on the photegraphic film pla¢e at

the focal plane @ of lens en, The as$embly fc)r cietecting the defects in fabrics

is shown in Fig. 6, The filtex i$ placed correeecly on the image plane @ of the

¢ cae cooo ee ca op en co

-- -r----ny--- - -l --------

      O He-Ne (Sas Laser en Fitrn C$peckle pattern)
      ea Objectlve Lens en Fburler Transforming Lens

      ca P}nbo;e e Mlter (trequeney plane)
      Q ¢oM"iating Lensu as Feurier Trensterming Len$
      oo Aperture O sUtcon phQto dail

Fig, 6 Experirnental arrangement for detecting defect of fabries

autocorrelation function of fabrics in order to allow the ampr'ltude transmission

level maintain a value of zero or unity alternatively, QGttntity 'ef the trans-

rnitted light is received by sil'icon photo-electric cell, and alsQ, photQelectromo-

tive force V is rneasured, For correcting the defect of photographical contrast

variation on photo-electromotive Eorce Trb, whi¢h is measured without the filter

as well. The values of r given in term of r#=VIVI) are determined.

              4, EXPERrmNTAI, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

, 4,Z AutxKorre'!ation function of woven fabrics

      Auto¢orre!ation fun¢tion patterns by the reflectetl and the transmitted light

  obtained from different three fundamentai textile weaves such as plane weave,

  twill weave and satin weave are $hown in Fig, 7 respectively. The periods fior

  the directiQn in warp ($), in fi11ing (o) and in bias (!() which determined

  from the original weave density are compared with those are evaluated from

  their autocorre!ation function in the original scale of weaves and are shown in



PIane Weave Twill Weave Satin Weave
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Fig. 7 Autocorrelation function of fabrics

Table 2

Fabric

founda-

Periodmeasuredfrom
originalsamp[e(mm)

Per[odestimatedfrom
auto-correlationfunction

m
Ni=

tion en, en2 Nn3 tnl 'on2 Nn'3 Nl N2 N3

P.W, O,31 O,19 O.63 O.40 203 2.11

(a) T,W, O,26 O.21 O,69 O67 O,97

s.w, O,25 O,13

P.W. O.31 O.19 O,33 O,20 1.06 1,05
(b) T.W, O,26 O,21 O,69 O,28 O,20 O,71 1.08 O.95 1.03

s,w O,25 O,13 O.25 1,OO

(a) Refiection (b) Transmission

Table 2. As shown in Table 2, the periods obtained from the original weave

density compietely agreed with the autocorrelation functions. The autocorre-

lation function of plane xveaves was found to consist of only two periodic

components in (t) and (e) directions. Especially according to the reflection,

the periods evaluated from an autocorrelation function in individual (:) and

(e) directions were twice those calculated from an original woven fabric. This

result is considered in terms of the periodic components of the float intervals

associated xvith the configuration of both the warp and fi11ing yarns in the

plane weave.
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   Twili weave consist of the perlodie components not only in (¢) ancl (N)
clirections, but in direction (!`). In refiection rnethod, marked periodic com-

ponent which observed in direction (,d7`〉 is characterized by the structure of the

twill weave. In observation of the autocorrelation function for the twill weave,

by assttming a, b, ancl c to be the peak intervals traveling in the directions Q'f

(¢〉, (i,) ancl (/) respectively, and by putting ip to be the gradient angle

between the bright 'fringe line$ and equatorial line. Following ernpirical formula

is obtainecl,

K;l･･""2C'(at'1'6gw+sdnin,t;.aj〉 (9)

Consequently, by tleterrnining the value 'Eor K using by eq. 9, it is possible to

evaluaua the original strt,tcture of the twill weave,

   Satin weave iss charanctitrized by less distinguishability among its periodic

cornponents in the directions off (¢), (-) and (/). It is considered to coincide

with the facts tl:at thee satin weaves have a smali number of intersections by

the two threads of warp and fi11ing ones ms shown in Table 1, and have little

threads intersti¢e sin¢e its threads ara ugetl of fine.

   As rnentionecl above, the autecorrelation function of the woven fabrics

informed their rnorphological characterlgti¢s beea"se it is varied depanding on

'the $tructureg of them, In other words, the deterrnination of this function

allowecl us to get the informations about surfaee morphologies of woven fabrics

in refie¢tion method, and also, in tratnsmisi$ion method it allowed us to gain

them about the planer configurations of fabrics,

   Thus it is pos$ible 'tQ discrirninate betwaen three fufiaaMental weaves.

4, 2 Autocorrelation funetion of model samples and defeetiye weaves '
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Fig. 8 Model $ample$ and its transmi$sion function Fig, 9



             Based on the consideration of various practical defec:ts in wovctn 'fsihrics,

         model samples bearing binary tran$mission distribution wE}re prc)duc:ecl by then

         help of photographic films, Design$ of 'the model samplEts axxd thc:ir tran#mish

         sion functions are shown in Fig, 8, Four clifferent grat,ing patterns weet"e prit'iteeci

         Qn the sample films individually. In sample A, every ga'atit')g strlpa wens tsn'ima

         in width, but the central one had its position shifted tcrwarut thee IEtft, 'Nvameely

         the grating periods (intervals) at both of its sicless weere therre'fot'et vblried.

         In samples B and C, grating peric)ds weree fixe.cl ln 1, mrn, howeevff:,r it,ss ¢ma'ztren1

         stripe was made wider in B, narrower in C, thran of c}thrbr$, Yartt brewak iti

         defective fabric was under6toodi to be the x)articgtenr cta$ee ifi tlme mcxieepm wwenn'is,}Iee

          C. In sample D, the grating $tripe wiclth was, fixed in 2 rnrvx aT}cl 'thee gx'uatirng

, periods were continuously varied, This sample " correegpc)nelecl tc} thee diefe{:tive

         fabric with clispersive weave density, that, is with wevavlttg l)ar.

             Relations between the $izes o'f ctefeet$ a"d pt vaiue$ e,ren $k('}wn in Fig. Si

          Where the horizontal axis represented thw ifwiex ec of magnitutctee "f tlxft cinete･c,tw

          in percentage, expressed by either the ratio cif pericKIia, lasc 'for thee ssitrripleess A

          and D or the ratio of width variation fc}r thte saunples B attcl C,

             Samples A, C ancl D providecl the linear propartlwnal rrelatiasr"iwhips, l.)ettwwwtx

          the values of a and r. Sample B made the terms abovee tke ssee¢onct in eq. {7'b

          and those above the fourth in eq, (8) bee negative, ancl rr:actva the ,xxutc}cerreehaF

          tion functions ipii 〈e), di22 (ff) lay withiti the region of tseg 〈"〉, Acttoydi,xxmaly, t,!kee

          quantitative variation iu the light passiTig through the M,twr xxot vas}'y q"ecnkipt

          tatively. In other words, since tha autocorrelation functiorL o£ thee sumavale es

          was brought within the spacial cut off frequenc,y ramge of the fi,iter, thtt deefectss

          in the sample B could not be detacted. Fer the saraple$ with pariedlc tshift 〈A,

         D), variation in r value was greater than those with variation vvi,dth 〈B, ¢). It

         was suggested that the rnethod established in thls $tudy to measure the ¢hnra-

         cteristi¢s of the practical wQven fabri¢s was superinr t(} cloubl,ee diffrva〈tion

         method, because it has rnade it possible to deetectt the clefectx in 'fiabrictg with va

         lesser influence of thread morphology (i, e. yarn evennes$, fuzzlr}g).

             Autocorrelation functions and dr values obtained frc}m the ptoctasm yax.n

         grating model with Zmm regular periods (intervals) und from thc}scee with vgkric)xig,

          irregurated periods are shown in Flg. 10. The raoche! with Zrnfi: paritnd[on, with

         about 10% periodic lag and with about 50fle; periedic lmg ress'psec't,lvewly aree

i shown in Fig. 10 〈a), (b) and 〈c),'
            'The autoeorrelation functions and Ar valueg ef origir}ai Ii'ET pl.anee wenavve

          and defective PET weaves are shown in Fig, 11. In Flg. 1'l, Ca〉, 〈b〉, utfxt {c:I{

'1,' shows respective!y the original normml weave, d,efe¢tive one with a hobe uf'
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(a) (b) (c)

Cotton Spun Yarn

A.C.F. ･, ･i' , f -' ,,

Original Ar=6.4×10'3 tir=:IO.6×10-3
 Fig. 10

(a) cb) (c)

PET PIane VV'eave

 ". Ww--w--v
        pa' ----e-" W -"--NN.- nv " kepamp-.-

Original dr=5.6×10-'ii Jr=17.7×10-'`
  Fig. 11

about O.5mm xO.5mm square and weave with a warp break (about O.5mm

width) at the central line. As shown in Fig. 10 (a), Fig. 11 (a), both the

regular cotton yarn moclet and the PET without defect gave distinct autocorre-

lation functions. Peak profiles of autocorrelation functions of the cotton yarn

grading rnodels with irregular periods and the defective PET plane weaves Iost

sharpness as shown in Fig. 10 (b), Fig. 11 (b). Shading degree (r value) of

autocorrelation function vary in proportion to periodic disturbance and extend

of defect in the samples. By determining the shading clegree (r value) of auto-

correlation functions of woven fabrics, therefore, it is possible to detect some

defects and their extents. This experimental technique is possible to obtain

the differences between normal weave and defective one numerically, i. e. in

r value, they will afford an effective means for evaluating the defects in fabrics

quantitatively. However, the preparation of the filter and accurate setting for

it must be taken into good consideration. And it should be noted that in this

technique, the process of deve]opit]g photographic films takes an unfavorably

,



long time in determination process.

                       5, CONCLUSION

   The results obtained in this study ¢an be $uinrnarizacl as folk)ws. Atit(.icc')rk

relation functions af the static woven fabries are ashtainacl by utilizinM 1asesetv

speckle pattern. The autocorrelation functiones indicate thes follc')wlnm fa(r.tg,

 1) By the reflection rnethod, the surfa¢e cewkf:ggurattion of a wc)ven fth1:)ric cratt

    be known, on the other hancl, by tTictt trtunssmi$esic)n, thee stattt c}f pleeridw

    arrangement of yarn can be known,

 2) Three fundamental weaves, i, e, plane wffatve, twili weeaven, nncl n, atira

    weave, can be discriminated,

 3) The presence of periodic defect in t,he woven fubrict arid itss tiimes c:vaf} tww

    detected.
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